This paper discusses the propagation of signals in generic densely connected multilayered feedforward neural networks. It is concluded that the dense connecting combined with the hyperbolic tangent activation functions of the neurons may cause a highly random, spurious generalization, that decreases the overall performance and reliability of a neural network and can be mistaken with overfitting. Modified activation functions instead of the hyperbolic tangent activation functions and an organized, instead of ad hoc, way of connecting neurons are discussed as possible ways of reducing the spurious generalization.
INTRODUCTION
A feedforward neural network (FNN), in a generic, densely connected architecture, can be viewed as a rather ad hoc structure -the output of a neuron in one layer is connected to all inputs in the succeeding layer. The activation functions in neurons of the McCulloch and Pitts (1943) type have an 'infinite span', that is they have substantial absolute values of their derivatives in an infinite region within the space of the arguments of these functions. The weight and combination functions have the 'infinite span' too, which leads to the infinite span of the function of the whole neuron. The artificial neural networks historically mimic the neural structure in the brain, and the mimicking is done very simply -in the brain the network of connections has a highly organized structure and the 'functions' of the neural cells obviously have a 'finite span' because of the physical and chemical limitations.
In this paper, the results of using both the ad hoc connecting of neurons and the 'infinite span' neuron functions in FNNs are studied. It is shown that these traits may cause that the propagated signals may get corrupted, giving strongly random and spurious generalization.
SIGNALS
Always when referring to the propagation in this paper, unless otherwise stated, a forward propagation is meant. It is also assumed that the layers are ordered since the input one.
Let there be two fully connected subsequent layers L i and L i+1 in a FNN. Let there be N i and N i+1 neurons in these layers, respectively. Let each of the neurons in the layer L i+1 has N i + 1 inputs, N i of which are from the neurons in the preceding layer and a single input is from the bias element. Let the function of the whole FNN be the compound of the functions of the subsequent layers, whose in turn might contain neuron functions if they are not the input layer. Let the argument of a layer function be a vector that in the case of the input layer is defined by the values fed to the input of the FNN, and in the case of the other layers is defined by the values of the activation functions of neurons in the preceding layer. Let the value of the function of a given layer would be in turn a vector defined by the values fed to the input of the FNN in the case of the input layer, or in the case of any other layer L, be a vector defined by the values of the activation functions of the neurons in the layer L. Clearly, if the value from the bias element is not treated as an argument because it contains a constant value, in a densely connected FNN each neuron in a given layer L has its argument space x the same as the argument space of L. Let us parameterize such an argument space x with the values of the function of a given neuron n, and call the parameterized space the input space of the neuron n. Let, similarly, the argument space of a layer be parameterized with the values of the function of the layer and called the input space of the layer.
Let the flow of values through the FNN within a single propagation be called a signal. Let the way of such a signal be defined by the sequence of points in the input spaces of the subsequent layers since the input one. Let the coordinates of these subsequent points be the respective coordinates of the vector values of the functions of these subsequent layers. Thus, as an example, the first point would have the coordinates of the input vector of the FNN, and the last point would have the coordinates of the resulting output vector of the FNN.
Let us divide the signals into the training ones and the generalizing ones. Let the former originate from the training samples and be used to train the FNN, and let the latter originate from the samples in the test set or another generalized set, and be used to estimate the unknown label attributes of the samples.
STRONG DIFFERENTIAL PROPAGATION REGIONS
In this section the 'infinite span' neuron functions are discussed in more detail. The notion of strong differential propagation regions in the input spaces of neurons is introduced as a way of representing these neuron functions.
A typical neuron with linear weight functions and a hyperbolic tangent activation function has its output value equal to a given value r for its input values that, in the input space of the neuron, create a hyperplane P r , except of the special case of course, where all weights in the neuron are equal to 0. Specifically, there is a hyperplane P 0 associated with the output value of the neuron equal to 0. Because the hyperbolic tangent activation functions have the greatest values of their derivatives for the argument of 0, let the hyperplane P 0 be called the region in the neuron input space for which there is the strongest differential propagation of signals through the neuron. The strong differential propagation (SDP) refers to how much the change of the value of the neuron function is sensitive to the change of the signal, that is, to the infinitely small change of the point in the neuron input space through which the signal propagates. As the distance from the hyperplane P 0 increases, the derivative of the activation function decreases and in effect the differential propagation becomes weaker -should the point p through which the signal propagates in the input space of the neuron change its position by an infinitely small amount, the output value of the neuron function would change relatively weakly in comparison to how much it would change if p would lie at P 0 . Of course, the derivative of the whole neuron function at P 0 depends not only on the activation function, but also on the weight functions. For example, if the weights of the neuron would be very close to 0, even at P 0 the derivative would be low. In this paper a simplification is used, though, i. e. the strength of the differential propagation is associated only with the hyperplanes P r .
Let us call the region with the relatively strong level of differential propagation the SDP region. Let the region consist of points whose distances to P 0 in the input space of the neuron do not exceed a certain value. Clearly, this region is infinite like P 0 , what determines the 'infinite span' of the neuron function.
An example of the input spaces of neurons in the layer L i+1 , that was described in Sec. 2, is shown in Fig. 1 . The lines represent the hyperplanes P 0 , denoted by P 0 j (k),
Figure 1: An example diagram of input spaces of neurons in a layer. j = 0, 1, . . . N i+1 − 1, where j denotes a respective neuron in the layer L i+1 and k is an additional mark used in the next section. This is not a full representation of the input spaces of the neurons in L i+1 , because the values of the functions of the neurons for the arguments outside P 0 j (k) are not given, yet the flow of the SDP regions, being, as if was previously discussed, on and near the hyperplanes P 0 j (k), is shown. Obviously, the values propagated to the neurons in the layer L i+1 are either the direct values of some attributes of samples if L i+1 is the first hidden layer, or some images of these attributes if L i+1 is any of the succeeding layers. Thus, if L i+1 is the first hidden layer, the space of the attributes fed to the input of the FNN might be directly mapped to the input space of the layer. Such a mapping will be used in the tests in Sec. 5.
INTERVENING OF GENERALIZATION
Let us discuss the non-destructive and the destructive intervening of generalization, the latter one causing the corruption of the generalization signals. It is assumed that the FNNs are trained using error backpropagation (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1996) .
To discuss the non-destructive variant, let us introduce an example case c 1 , illustrated signals t n P 0 of the neuron n signals t r region r Figure 2 : A diagram of the input space of the neuron n, illustrating the case c 1 .
in Fig. 2 . Let, in the input space of a neuron n in some FNN layer L i+1 , the respective SDP region, whose position is shown by the hyperplane P 0 , lies far from a given region r.
Let there be some training signals t n propagating through the SDP region of the neuron n, and some training signals t r propagating through the region r. Thus, the parameters of the input space of n, that is, the values of the function of n, are almost constant for the signals t r , i. e. these values are are very close to either −1 or 1. This means, in the other words, that the neuron n has a very weak differential propagation of the signals t r . Let there occurs a valid generalization inside r thanks to the signals t r , which have a SDP through some neurons in L i+1 other than the neuron n. Let the neuron n has nothing to do with the valid generalization inside r. By nothing to do it is understood here that the SDP region of n was not trained to fit to the patterns F r in the training data represented by the samples having signals propagating through r -the function of n at r, as it was said, is almost constant, and, because of the low derivative of the function of n at r, the back -propagating learning method would possibly 'neglect' the training of n with the patterns F r . This might happen because the backpropagated error caused by the signals t r might get 'squashed' by being multiplied by the low derivatives of the activation function of the neuron n, what in turn would reflect the low differential propagation through n of the respective signals t r propagated forward. This is how backpropagation works -change the weights proportionally to the resulting change of the value of the neuron function. The training signals 'compete' to change the weights during training, because the training process uses the errors caused by each signal to compute the net change of the weights. Thus, the signals whose backpropagated error is less 'squashed' because the error backpropagates where the derivative of the neuron function is high, might 'win' and this is why the training of n with the patterns F r might 'lose' -the back-propagated errors caused by the signals t n would 'win' with the back-propagated errors caused by the signals t r . The learning method might precisely compensate for the almost constant values of the function of n produced by the signals t r . The likely precision of the compensation has the following reason -the approximate values of the function of n for these signals are 'sampled' by the training algorithm when propagate the signals t r , and even a very rough 'sampling' is enough, because, as it was just described, the values of the function of n are almost constant for the signals t r . Now, once these values, being near either −1 or 1 of course, are 'sampled', some neurons in some layer next to L i+1 might freely compensate for these values by, for example, setting appropriately the weights from their bias elements.
For example, if the value from n for the signals t r would be −1, some neuron q in L i+2 might set its weight function from the bias element to a, thus acting when propagate the signals t r as if the bias of q would be a − 1 and the neuron n would not exists at all. The value a − 1 would in turn be any value chosen by the training method to minimize training errors caused by t r . A cluster of SDP regions might, though, 'coexist' with another such a cluster without any destructive intervention of one of the clusters on the generalization of the other of these clusters, provided that the SDP regions of one of these clusters are far from the SDP regions of the other of these clusters.
Let us now discuss another case, c 2 of a destructive intervention, using the diagram at Fig. 1 . Let the region r t contain the values propagated from the samples in the training set. Let the region r g , in turn, contain the values propagated from some samples in the test set, that are absent in the training set. The regions are schematically shown by solid regions in the diagrams, but they are sets of discrete points, where each point corresponds to a signal from one or more samples. Let the region r t consist of two regions r t k , k = 1, 2, and the region r g consist of other two regions r g k , k = 1, 2. Let, because of some heterogeneity in the generalized data, the signals that propagate through the regions with k = 1 represent patterns in the data independent generalization-wise from the patterns in the data represented by the signals propagating through the regions with k = 2.
Let each sample has its input attributes, that is these that are propagated from the inputs of the FNN, and its label attributes, that is these that are compared to the values at the outputs of the FNN during the training or that are estimated on basis of the values from these outputs during generalization. In the discussed diagram the hyperplanes P 0 j (k), and consequently the SDP regions, generally concentrate in or near the regions r t 1 and r t 2 . As it will be shown in the further tests, it is likely that, during the training process, there will be a concentration of the SDP regions in places through which propagate signals originating from samples with relatively large differences between the values of their label attributes. A trained FNN might simply be likely to fit to the large differences between the label attributes, using the SDP regions.
The hyperplanes P r of neurons, by extending infinitely in the space, allow for the generalization to the points outside r t 1 and r t 2 , and especially they may allow for the generalization to the points in r g 1 and r g 2 . For example, the hyperplanes P 0 j (k) within P r 'copy' the sensitivity of a neuron, learned from some training signals, so that the identical sensitivity exists in some other places of the neuron input space, where the sensitivity can be 'reused' by the generalizing signals.
Clearly, the generalization to the points in r g 1 and r g 2 is reflected only by the test error, and not by the training error, because no training signals propagate through r g 1 or r g 2 . Let k = 1, 2 in P 0 j (k) determine that a given hyperplane was placed in or near to r t k , to fit to the patterns in r t k . Thus, the hyperplanes P 0 j (1) extend from r t 1 and the hyperplanes P 0 j (2) extend from r t 2 , allowing for the generalization to r g 1 and r g 2 , respectively. Let there be a hyperplane P 0 j (k) of some neuron j, with k equal to either 1 or 2, generalizing patterns in r t k . If the hyperplane would by a chance 'intersect' r t 3−k , like P m 0 (1) in the diagram does, it would be reflected by the SDP of the training signals propagating through r t 3−k , and, to decrease the training error, the hyperplane might be, for example, shifted out of r t 3−k , or, on the contrary, somehow 'integrated' with r t 3−k . Anyway, that hyperplane might be fitted by the learning algorithm with regard to the signals propagating through r t 3−k . Yet, if the hyperplane would intersect r g 3−k , like the hyperplane P 0 n (1) of some neuron n does in the diagram, it could intervene the generalization from r t 3−k to r g 3−k without any try by the training process to set the position of the hyperplane in r g 3−k or to remove the hyperplane from r g 3−k . It might happen because no training signals but these in r t k would have a SDP through the neuron n -the backpropagated error of any signals in r t 3−k would get 'squashed' and in effect would 'lost' to the signals in r t k , as in the case c 1 . Rather, the training process might try to compensate for the large constant values of the neuron n, as it was described in the case c 1 , but it would not help some generalizing signals in r g 3−k to have a SDP through the neuron n, even that n was trained in respect to the patterns in r t k and not to the patterns in r t 3−k . This in effect might corrupt the generalizing signals. An extreme situation of destructive interventions might arise if there would be some preceding hidden layers before L i+1 , whose functions would cause that the region r t k would place itself within r g 3−k , thus causing all P 0 j (k), associated with the generalization of r t k , to intervene the generalization to r g 3−k . Anyway, the problem might arise from the randomness of such interventions -they would have nothing to do with a 'proper' generalization of r t 1 to r g 1 or of r t 2 to r g 2 . The resulting SDP of the generalizing signals through random neurons might have catastrophic consequences to the proper generalization, as it will be shown in the tests in the next section.
Of course, the destructive intervention of P 0 n (1) in the diagram in Fig. 1 could be no intervention at all, if the generalized data would have the generalization regions r g 1 and r g 2 placed as, for example, in Fig. 3 . In the case of such generalized data, P 0 n (1) might have a positive role to the generalization in exactly the same region of the input space in which it might cause the destructive intervention for some other data with a different distribution of the generalization regions. Yet it might not be known during training how the generalization regions are distributed. It might be assumed that, for example, it is more probable that the placement of r g is similar to that in Fig. 1 , rather than to that in in Fig. 3 , because in the former diagram the regions r g i are more focused around their respective regions r t i . Conversely, it might be assumed that the more likely is the placement of r g similar to that in Fig. 3 , because it possibly follows some linear features in r t , along whose in turn the SDP regions aligned -such a type of alignment will be shown in the tests in Sec. 5. Anyway, if there would be any method used for reducing the corruption of the generalizing signals, it might possibly take advantage of some a priori knowledge about the generalized data, to estimate the distribution of the generalization regions. If there would not be such an a priori knowledge, the method might at least 'fall back' to use some 'reasonable' defaults. It will be shown in the tests in the next section, that FNNs might give results that can be perceived as quite 'unreasonable'.
TESTS
Let us closely inspect a real process of training a FNN with two kinds of data -the first one, θ l , deliberately constructed to reduce the corruption of the generalizing signals, and the second one, θ c , constructed to likely induce that corruption. The two three- dimensional sets are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , respectively. The sets are 64×64 images. Let the coordinates of the pixels be the two input attributes, and the brightnesses of the pixels be the label attribute. The pixel at the lower left corner has the coordinates (−0.5, −0.5) and the pixel at the upper right corner has the coordinates (0.5, 0.5). The brightness of the pixels represents the range from −0.5 for black to 0.5 for white. Let feedforward layered densely connected networks with two inputs and a single neuron in the output layer be used. Let the sizes of the FNNs be set so that they could comfortably fit to both of the generalized files -let each one has two hidden layers of 16 neurons each. Let the FNNs have classic hyperbolic tangent activation functions. Let there be a weight decay at a rate of 2 · 10 −7 to improve generalization (Krogh and Hertz, 1992) . Let an online backpropagation training be used with a fixed learning step of 0.02. The training subsets are represented by the image in Fig. 4(c) -the black pixels in the image mean that the corresponding pixels in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) represent the training subsets of the respective generalized sets. Let four of these neural networks, N l i , i = 0 . . . 3, be trained with the appropriate subset of θ l , and four other of these neural networks N c i , i = 0 . . . 3, be trained with the appropriate subset of θ c . During the training, the generalizing functions of the networks were sampled and the weights of the neurons in the first input layer were saved at each of the iterations 10000000th, 31622777th and 100000000th. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the figure, there is a two row table for each of these iterations at which the sampling was done, with the sampled generalization functions in the upper row and the diagrams representing the input spaces of neurons in the first hidden layer in the lower row. The representation of the generalization functions is analogous to that of the sets θ l and θ c . Each of the input space diagrams shows with translucent lines the zeroes of the outputs of the first hidden layer neurons, that is it shows the hyperplanes P 0 , against the values from the input layer. The lower left corner of the dotted rectangles drawn within the diagrams represents the input values at (−0.5, −0.5) and the upper right corner of the rectangles represents the input values at (0.5, 0.5). Therefore, the input attributes of the samples in the sets θ l and θ c are propagated into the space marked in the diagrams by the dotted rectangles. This is because the propagation to the first hidden layer is without any transformation of course, because the nodes in the input layer only pass signals to the first hidden layer.
Let us look at these diagrams of the input spaces. Because of the discussed direct relation between the space of the input attributes of the samples and the input spaces of the first hidden layer neurons, it can be said that in the cases of both N l i and N c i the hyperplanes P 0 generally concentrate as it was discussed in Sec. 3. In particular, in the case of N l i most hyperplanes concentrate near the linear features f l , and in the case of N c i generally some hyperplanes concentrate near the linear features f l and some concentrate near the circular features f c . In the latter case, in effect, the lines concentrated near f c cross the lines concentrated near f l . Additionally, the crossings occur partially in the region not covered by the training set, i. e. in the region marked in Fig. 4(c) by white. These are exactly the conditions prone to the destructive interventions, discussed in Sec. 4. In fact, unlike the FNNs N l i , where the hyperplanes finely 'extrapolate' the regions in the training file, in the functions of N c i a highly random generalization can be seen, resulting in random, spurious, high amplitude features.
CONCLUSIONS
An obvious way of reducing the corruption of the generalizing signals would be a deep analysis of the training data and then an appropriate construction of the network. For example, a clustering algorithm might cluster the signals in Fig. 1 and route the signals from near r t 1 to one sub-FNN and the signals from near r t 2 to another sub-FNN. Here is a dilemma, though -a wrong hypothesis about the clusters might disable a useful generalization or, on the contrary, enable disadvantageous corruption of signals. Another method of reducing the discussed corruption of signals might be the limiting of the SDP regions so that they would not extend themselves infinitely in space. It can clearly be seen in the diagram in Fig. 1 or in the diagrams of SDP regions in Fig. 5 -were the lines shorter, there might be less destructive interventions. Such a limiting might resemble of the radial basis function neural networks (Broomhead and Lowe, 1988; Moody and Darken, 1989; Poggio and Girosi, 1989 ). Yet, such forms of finite SDP regions like in the radial basis function networks could worsen the ability of generalization of a neural network for sets where extensively stretched SDP regions are needed for good generalization, like in the case of the θ l set. Clearly it is another dilemma here. The SDP regions might alternatively be dynamically shaped according to the mentioned clustering algorithm, for example the SDP regions might end on some border between the detected clusters.
There are several examples of neural networks dynamically constructed during learning that have clustering capabilities (Kohonen, 1995; Martunetz and Schulten, 1994; Blackmore and Miikulainen, 1993; Bruske and Sommer, 1995; Fritzke, 1996) yet they are not the multi-stage feedforward regressors like mutlilayered FNNs, but rather the clustering methods alone. There are FNNs dynamically constructed during training by pruning (LeCun and ans S. Solla, 1990; Hassibi and Stork, 1993; Mozer and Smolensky, 1988) , growing (Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990) As a side note, the discussed corruption of generalization signals may clearly result in the increase of the test error during the training. In many papers, though, it is automatically assumed that the increasing test error is the result of overfitting to the data. The question is, whether a closer inspection would reveal that in some cases the reason is not, or not only, the excessive memorizing of the training data, but the spurious artifacts appearing over time in the generalizing function as a result of the discussed corruption of the generalizing signals.
Concluding, the traits of the ad hoc dense connections and of the 'infinite span' SDP regions can cause either useful generalization, or a spurious, random generalization. Adjusting of the flow of connections or of the shape of the SDP regions might reduce the random generalization, yet it might also decrease the ability of the FNN of performing a correct, useful generalization. Thivierge, J. P., Rivest, F., and Shultz, T. R. (2003) . A dual-phase technique for pruning constructive networks. In International Joint Conference on Neural Networks, pages 559-564.
